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GDC 2004: Crossing the Chasm Panel
We are
A research institute
• inside of a school
• that has produced a hit game ...
Key Objectives
Create a game in support of Army strategic communication, a 
game that simulates a potential career in the Army in 
3D game form.
Results
3M+ registered players, the fastest growing PC game of all-
time.
The most effective marketing tool the Army has ever created.
The game is being used as the basis for the development of 
a number of training & simulation systems.
AA is viewed as decreasing number of recruits dropping out 
of basic & the number of people getting out after their 
first tour due to people getting a realistic intro to the 
Army before getting to boot camp.
 Reduced disillusionment == Increased Retention 
                                                == $$ Saved.
DoD/DoN Impact
- We have become the lead DoD organization on the 
utilization of game technology for the development of all 
future combat modeling systems, homeland security 
training systems & DoD/DoN training systems.
- We have become the lead organization on the 
employment of game technology for application to 
advanced learning.
- We have become the lead organization in the analysis of 
game play from massively multiplayer online gaming.
NPS Involvement
19 student theses directly on this project
27 student theses facilitated by this project
10 faculty have been involved
26 staff
America’s Army
Sponsor    - ASA M&RA 
Developer - The MOVES Institute
What is important about 
America’s Army?
3M+ registered players
• About half of those pass BCT in the game and 
continue to play.
• Each of those 1.5M players spends on average 24 
hours playing the game.
• So enormous opportunity to get the Army’s message 
across.
• So lots of corporate people come to us to chat on how they 
can get their message across ...
What is important about 
America’s Army?
AA proved digital distribution for large 
executables from the Internet was a 
possibility.
• That is a big deal. 
• Companies that want to use games for strategic 
communication but don’t want to spend much on 
distro are looking at this very closely.
Crossing the Chasm




• How to move from just a small number of niche 
buyers to the mainstream training buyers.
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How do we make 
money from this?
Entertainment model - pretty well-understood.
• Dev costs over three years - $7M
• Profit for the Developer is going to be about 25% 
of Publisher’s profits AFTER all Publisher 
expenses (marketing, advances, publishing, dev 
costs ...).
• So if 1M copies are sold at $50/copy & Publisher 
spent $20M to market the game, maybe you are 
going to get $7.5M back to you the Developer.
How do we make 
money from this?
Training Systems - costs plus fixed, low profit.
• In the government, this is going to be dev costs 
plus say 8%.
• So if dev costs were $7M, this is $560K.
• No royalties ...
How do we make 
money from this?
Strategic communication - very different
• Dev costs plus 8% plus royalties for 
performance?
• Maybe a per copy downloaded bonus? 
• Maybe $2/copy on a deal that originates from dev 
costs plus 8% profit plus this extra piece of royalties?
• So with dev costs at $7M, 8% is $560K, say 1M 
copies downloaded gets you an extra $2M.
• Kind of interesting money ...
So how do we 
cross the chasm?
When we can make a sufficiently robust 
business case that makes the right person/
group come across and invest.
• VCs do NOT want to invest on the Entertainment 
line.
• They are getting very interested in the unusual 
play of SeriousGames coupled with a team that 
has a triple-AAA hit in the Entertainment space. 
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